There are many kinds of distance{vector algorithms for adaptive routing in wide{area computer networks, ranging from the classical Distributed Bellman{Ford to several recent algorithms that have better performance. However, these algorithms have very complicated behaviors and their analyses in the literature has been incomplete (and operational). In this paper, we present a stepwise assertional design of a recently proposed distance{vector algorithm. Our design starts with the Distributed Bellman{Ford and goes through two intermediate algorithms. The properties established for each algorithm hold for the succeeding algorithms. The algorithms analyzed here are representative of various internetwork routing protocols.
Contents 1 Introduction
Adaptive routing protocols are responsible for choosing optimal routes for data packets in wide-area storeand-forward computer networks such as the Internet. In these networks, each link has a cost (indicating the current tra c on the link) that changes with time; furthermore, links can fail and recover. We refer to such changes as topology changes. A routing protocol must monitor these topology changes and adapt its routes accordingly.
In a routing protocol, each node maintains for each destination a neighboring node id, referred to as its next{hop. The node forwards data packets destined for the destination to its next{hop. The next{hop can be nil, in which case the node does not know where to forward data packets for that destination. The objective can be informally stated as follows: (a) the succession of next{hops for the destination from any node should lead to the destination (unless the destination is unreachable); and (b) the cost of this next{hop path should be minimum amongst all paths from the node to the destination.
A popular approach to routing is the distance{vector approach, which is based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm 5]. In this approach, each node maintains for each destination a set of distances, one for each of its neighbors, and chooses a neighbor with minimum distance as the next{hop. Thus, each node requires O(N e) space, where N is the number of nodes in the network and e is the average degree of a node. However it is well known that the straight-forward distributed implementation of the Bellman-Ford algorithm can have long{lived loops (of the order of distances) 14]. In fact, the ARPANET initially used this Distributed Bellman{Ford algorithm, but because of long{lived loops, it was replaced in 1979 by a brute{force \link state" algorithm which requires O(N 2 ) space at each node (to maintain a view of the network topology with a cost for each link).
Since 1979, many new kinds of distance{vector algorithms have been proposed 15, 19, 10, 21, 3, 6, 17, 9 ] which avoid long{lived loops by using various node coordination mechanisms. For example 15, 19, 10] use di usion computations 4] to avoid loops entirely. References 21, 3, 17, 9] avoid long{lived loops, but not short{lived loops, i.e. loops that disappear in time proportional to N or less. In 21], each node maintains for each destination a set of paths (in addition to the distances), one for each of its neighbors. The intention is that the path maintained at node u for a neighbor is the next{hop path of the neighbor with node u appended to the front. Long{lived loops are avoided by not choosing a neighbor as a next{hop if the path maintained for that neighbor contains a loop. However maintaining and exchanging paths is expensive and requires O(N e H) storage at each node, where H is the length (in number of links) of a maximum length shortest cost path between any two nodes (note that H can be as high as N). References 3, 17, 9] overcome this problem by having nodes maintain pre nal nodes instead of the paths. The pre nal node for a destination is intended to be the last node before the destination on the next{hop path. Using the pre nal nodes, a node can reconstruct the path to any destination (see Section 6), thereby avoiding long{lived loops.
Understanding distance{vector algorithms, particularly the new ones, is di cult. The analyses in the literature of the above algorithms (e.g. showing that optimal paths are eventually achieved) are operational and incomplete. In this paper, we present a stepwise assertional design of distance{vector algorithms. We go through the following steps:
(1) We start our design with the Distributed Bellman{Ford algorithm, referred to as A1. We prove that after any succession of topology changes, the nodes that can still reach the destination eventually achieve and maintain optimal next{hop paths.
(2) We next obtain an algorithm, called A2, by adding a path{exchange mechanism to A1. We prove that A2 converges to optimal paths in O(N) steps, assuming synchronous execution of the network; i.e.
the routing algorithm executes in steps, and in each step all (and only those) messages that are send in the previous step are received. This proves that A2 avoids long{lived loops. (3) We next obtain an algorithm, called A3, by adding to A2 a constraint that a node chooses a neighbor as the next{hop for a destination only if the neighbor is also the next{hop for all intermediate destinations on the path to the destination.
(4) Our fourth algorithm, called A4, is obtained from A3 by replacing paths with pre nal nodes.
For each algorithm Ai, the safety and progress properties satis ed by the previous algorithms hold. In the case of A2 and A3, it is straightforward to check that the proofs for the previous algorithms continue to hold with minor modi cations. For A4, we establish that A4 is a well{formed re nement 11] of A3; thus, all safety and progress assertions satis ed by A3 hold for A4 11] .
Many algorithms proposed in the literature use similar mechanisms to algorithms A1 through A4. In section 2, we present our system model and proof rules. In sections 3, 4, 5, 6, we describe A1, A2, A3, and A4, respectively. In section 7, we give concluding remarks. A preliminary version of algorithms A1 through A4, without most of the analysis, was presented in 1].
Preliminaries: System Model and Proof Rules
We use state transition systems and fairness requirements to specify routing protocols, and safety and progress assertions to describe their behaviors (e.g. 11, 20, 13]). A state transition system consists of a set of state variables, a set of events, and an initial condition on the state variables. The state variables de ne the set of system states. Each event e is speci ed by an enabling condition, referred to as enabled(e) and an (atomically executed) action, referred to as action(e); together they de ne a set of state transitions for the event.
A behavior of the state transition system is a sequence of the form hs 0 ; f 0 ; s 1 ; f 1 ; : : :i, where the s i 's are system states, the f i 's are event names, s 0 is an initial state, and for each i 0, (s i ; s i+1 ) is a transition of f i . A behavior can be in nite or nite (in which case it ends in a state). In the following de nitions, we consider behavior = hs 0 ; f 0 ; s 1 ; f 1 ; : : :i.
An event can be subject to a weak fairness. A behavior satis es weak fairness for event e i (1) is nite and e is not enabled in the last state of , or (2) is in nite and either e occurs in nitely often or is disabled in nitely often in .
We use two types of safety assertions in this paper: invariant assertions and unless assertions. An invariant assertion is of the form Invariant(A) where A is a state formula, i.e. a formula which is true or false at each state. By de nition, Invariant(A) holds for a behavior i every state s i in satis es A.
An unless assertion is of the form A unless B _ E, where A and B are state formulas and E is a set of event names. By de nition, A unless B _E holds for a behavior i for every state s i in satisfying A^:B, at least one of the following hold: (1) s i is the last state ( is nite), or (2) s i+1 satis es A _ B, or (3) f i is in E. The event set E can be empty, in which case we simply write A unless B.
A safety assertion holds for a state transition system i it holds for every behavior of the system. Our progress assertions are of the form A leads{to B _ E, where A and B are state formulas and E is a set of event names. By de nition, A leads{to B _ E holds for a behavior i for every s i in that satis es A, there is a j i such that s j is in and satis es B or f j is in and belongs to E. The event set E can be empty, in which case we simply write A leads{to B. Given a state transition system and a set of fairness requirements, a leads{to assertion holds for the system i it holds for every behavior of the system which satis es the fairness requirements.
We next list the proof rules used in this paper. We use Initial as a state formula specifying the initial condition. Given an event e, we use fAgefBg to mean the Hoare{triple fA^enabled(e)gaction(e)fBg, i.e., in any state that satis es A, if e is enabled then its occurrence results in a state that satis es B.
Invariance rule: Invariant(A) holds if for some state formula C, the following hold:
-Initial ) A -for every event e; fA^CgefAg -Invariant(C).
Implication rule: Invariant(A) holds if for some state formula C, the following hold:
Unless rule: A unless B _ E holds if for some state formula C, the following hold: -for every event e 6 2 E; fA^:B^CgefA _ Bg 3 Algorithm A1
We consider a computer network whose nodes and links form an arbitrary directed graph such that if there is a link from node u to node v, then there is a link from node v to node u. Let NODES be the set of nodes, and LINKS ( NODES NODES) be the set of links. Node v is a neighbor of node u if (u; v) is a link. Let neighbors(u) denote the set of neighbors of u. A sequence hx 0 ; : : :; x n i of nodes is a path i (x i ; x i+1 ) is a link for 0 i < n. A path is simple if no node is repeated. A routing protocol is speci ed by a state transition system and a set of fairness requirements. Each node u has a set of state variables and a set of events. Each link (u; v) has a state variable, called Channel uv , indicating the sequence of messages in transit. Channel uv initially equals hi, the null sequence. The events of a node can access the state variables of the node, send messages to outgoing links, and receive messages from incoming links. A link (u; v) behaves as a FIFO queue, except when it fails, in which case Channel uv is set to hi; for notational convenience, we group this failure event among the events of node u. We assume that each receive event has weak fairness; this is a convenient way to model nite message propagation delays.
Conventions: We use u; v; w; x; y; z to range over NODES; in some (explicitly stated) cases, they range over NODES fnilg. We use v; w to range over neighbors (u) . We use z to indicate the destination node. We use c; k; d; newcost to range over I + f0; 1g, indicating a distance or a cost, where I + is the set of positive integers. We treat 1 as a number higher than any number in I + ; e.g. 1 plus any number is 1. Given a set S of numbers, minS denotes the smallest number in S. If S is empty then minS returns 1. When Linkcost u (v) changes (either because of link failure, recovery or change in cost), Distvia u (v; z), and if needed Nhop u (z) and Dist u (z), is updated for each destination z (for details see procedure Update&Send in table 1). If the distance of any destination z has been a ected (i.e. Dist u (z) has changed), node u sends a message to its neighbors containing the (z; Dist u (z)) pairs for all a ected destinations z.
Additionally, when link (u; v) recovers, u sends a message to v containing the (z; Dist u (z)) pairs for all destinations z. This is to ensure that if u o ers a better path for some destination z, node v will choose u as its next{hop. This also ensures that if a network become connected after being disconnected (due to a set of link failures), nodes in di erent partitions obtain paths to each other. When node u receives a (v; d vector) message, it updates Distvia u (v; z), and if needed Nhop u (z) and Dist u (z), for each destination z in d vector. If the distance of any destination has been a ected, node u sends a message to its neighbors containing the (z; Dist u (z)) pairs for all a ected destinations z.
We say that the network is in a symmetric state if for every link (u; v), link (u; v) is up i link (v; u) is up. In the rest of this section, we prove that after any succession of topology changes that leaves the network symmetric, for every node u and every destination z reachable from u, eventually the next{hop path starting from u leads to z and has minimum cost among all paths from u to z. To specify this formally, we de ne the following functions (on the system state): Notation: For any non{empty sequence hx 0 ; : : :; x n i, last(hx 0 ; : : :; x n i) denotes x n , tail(hx 0 ; : : :; x n i) denotes hx 1 ; : : :; x n i, and head(hx 0 ; : : :; x n i) denotes x 0 . When applied to a null sequence, head(hi) = last(hi) = nil and tail(hi) = hi. We use @ as the concatenation operator for sequences, i.e. hx 0 ; : : :; x n i@hy 0 ; : : :; y m i = hx 1 ; : : :; x n ; y 0 ; : : :; y m i.
We de ne a boolean function Has optimal path(u; z) that is true i the next{hop path starting from u reaches z and has optimal cost; note that this implies that all nodes on the next{hop path also have optimal next{hop paths to z. Formally:
Has optimal path(u; z) last(Nhoppath(u; z)) = ẑ 8x 2 Nhoppath(u; z) : Dist x (z) = Cost(x; z) = Path cost(Nhoppath(x; z))]
The desired objective can be stated as follows, where A is some state formula (that can depend on the routing algorithm): Symmetric^(u; z) 2 Reachable leads{to T C _ (u; z) 2 Reachable^Has optimal path(u; z)^A Symmetric^(u; z) 2 Reachable^Has optimal path(u; z)^A unless T C That is, after any succession of topology changes that leaves the network in a symmetric state, if there are no further topology changes, then every reachable node u eventually achieves a stable optimal path to z. We point out that most routing algorithms, including the ones in this paper, do not satisfy the above property if A = true. That is, it is possible for a node to achieve an optimal next{hop path and then switch to some other non{optimal path. However, eventually, it will nd an optimal next{hop path and also satisfy A; once this is achieved, the optimal next{hop path is stable.
The following assertions M 1 and M 2 specify an appropriate A for algorithm A1: Readers who are interested in the algorithms but not in the proofs can skip this proof.
Conventions: For a leads-to assertion \A leads{to T C_B", we refer to A as the left side of the assertion, and B as the right side. We use the same convention for \A unless T C _ B" and for \Invariant A ) B". Most of our leads-to assertions have the form Symmetric^A leads{to T C _ B, that is, if Symmetric and A holds, then eventually B holds or a topology change occurs. When informally describing such an assertion, for brevity, we just say \if A holds then eventually B holds". The same convention is used with assertions of the form \Symmetric^A unless T C _ B". We assume the following precedence of operators: :;^; _; ); Invariant; unless; leads{to. We say cost of a node pair (u; z) and distance of a node pair (u; z) to mean Cost(u; z) and Dist u (z) respectively.
The following assertions express rather obvious relationship between neighboring nodes: B 2 states that if a channel has distances to z, then the last message contains the current distance of the sender. B 2 follows from invariance rule.
B 3 states that if no distances to z are in transit, then the distance of the receiver through the sender is up-to-date. B 3 follows from B 2 using invariance rule.
B 4 states that if a distance of node u via a neighbor v is not up-to-date, then the current distance of v is in the last message in Channel vu (z). B 4 follows from B 2 and B 3 by implication (left side of B 4 implies the negation of the right side of B 3 ; since B 3 holds, the left side of B 3 must also be false, which implies the left side of B 2 , which implies the right side of B 2 , which implies the right side of B 4 ).
B 5 states that a message in transit eventually advances to the front of the channel. B 6 states that the message in the front of the channel eventually gets removed. B 6 follows from leads{to rule (via receive event). The intuition behind a node pair (u; z) being in In is the following: u has an optimal path to z, and this cannot be a ected by any message in transit or by any message that can be generated by other nodes. Note that if a node pair (u; z) is in In and u 6 = z, then NHop u (z) 6 = nil and the node pair (NHop u (z); z) is also in In. If a node pair (u; z) is in In, then the outgoing channels of u do not contain any (z; d) messages. This follows from B 2 and the de nition of In (i.e. since (u; z) is in In, the messages in transit for z have larger distances than the distance of u, and if an outgoing channel of u contained a message for z, the last message in that channel for z would contain a distance which was not larger).
The intuition behind Lowest is the following: Lowest never decreases, and keeps increasing as long as it is less than HighestCost. Furthermore, Lowest > HighestCost i In = Reachable (this is because Lowest > HighestCost means that cost of all reachable node pairs are less than Lowest, hence they are not in Out). In contrast, the minimum distance in transit can decrease or increase without a change in Out; the same is true for the minimum distance of a node pair in Out .
We now proceed to prove M 1 and M 2 . The proof of M 1 is summarized in Figure 1 . M 2 holds from the unless rule; speci cally, once the left side of M 2 holds, no receive event of any node in Reachable is enabled, and all other events belong to T C. Thus, it su ces to prove M 1 . Note that DTransit(k) is a bag; i.e. if there are two messages whose distance vectors contain the same (z; k) pair in the same channel, DTransit(k) contains two hu; v; zi triplets.
We next de ne the following assertions: 6 and M 7 state that if Lowest = k, then DVia(k) and DTransit(k) eventually become empty. At that point, M 8 states that Lowest is greater than k. M 5 follows from M 6 , M 7 , M 8 and C 1 by closure.
Thus it su ces to prove M 6 , M 7 and M 8 , which is done next.
Proof of M 8
The following assertions state that if Lowest k and DVia(k) and DTransit(k) are empty, node pairs in Out have both costs and distances higher than k. M 12 states that distance of a node pair equals the minimum of distances via its neighbors. M 12 follows from invariance rule.
M 13 states that distance of a node via a node pair in In is greater than or equal to the cost of the node. M 13 follows from B 2 and B 3 by implication (since (v; z) is in In, Dist v (z) = Cost(v; z) and v's outgoing channels do not contain a message for z, hence Distvia u (v; z) equals Cost(v; z) + Linkcost u (v), which is greater than or equal to cost of node pair (u; z)).
M 14 states that a node pair with cost less than or equal to Lowest has a neighbor in In and its distance via this neighbor equals its cost. M 14 follows from B 2 and B 3 by implication (note that if cost of (u; z) is less than or equal to Lowest and v is u's next node on an optimal path, then (v; z) is in In since v has a smaller cost; also since outgoing channels of v do not contain a message for z, the distance of u via v equals cost of (u; z)). 
Proof of M 6
We repeat M 6 :
De ne This completes the proof of M 6 .
Proof of M 7 We repeat M 7 :
De ne End of proof of Theorem 1
Even though we have shown that after any succession of topology changes, the nodes that can reach the destination obtain optimal paths, this convergence may contain long{lived loops and be very lengthy. For example, consider the simple network in Figure 2 .a. Three are three nodes u; v; and z. Destination node is z. Assume all link costs are 1. Numbers on the arrows indicate the distances of nodes via their neighbors, and solid arrows indicate the next-hops to z. That is, node u's distance to z via z is 1 and via node v is 3. In Figure 2 .b, cost of the link (u; z) increases to D such that D > 3. As a result u chooses v as its thus nodes u and v cannot reach z), they will exchange distances inde nitely (referred to as count{to{in nity problem). With more realistic network topologies, this behavior can be even more complex, for example: loops can involve multiple hops and breaking one loop may cause another loop. In the next algorithm, these problems are avoided. Convention: We use the term route to refer to estimates maintained by nodes of next{hop paths.
Algorithm A2
The variables Costseq u (z) and Costseqvia u (v; z) are auxiliary variables; they are needed for veri cation only, and do not have to be implemented. (Formally they satisfy the following conditions: (1) they do not a ect the enabling condition of any event, and (2) they do not a ect the update of any nonauxiliary state variable 16].) Algorithm A2 is like algorithm A1, except that A2 uses paths to avoid long{lived loops. Long{lived loops in the next{hop path for destination z can be avoided by having node u not choose a neighbor v as its next{hop if Routevia u (v; z) contains a cycle. Another way to achieve the same e ect is by having node v send 1 as its distance to node u if node u is in Route v (z). We have chosen the second approach, as speci ed in the last ve lines of procedure Update&Send in table 2. That is, sending 1 as the distance prevents the receiver from choosing a route with a loop. It does not prevent the receiver from choosing an optimal path.
In addition to exchanging distances, nodes also exchange information about their paths and cost sequences. More precisely, node v sends messages of the form (v; d vector), where d vector is a set of (z; d; p; cs; rd) tuples such that either (1) in table 2 ). If the distance or route of any destination has been a ected, node u sends messages to its neighbors for all a ected destinations z (as described in the previous paragraph).
When node u receives a (v; d vector) message, it updates its state variables for each destination z in d vector (note that rd is not used to update any state variable). If the distance or route of any destination has been a ected, node u sends messages to its neighbors. The main di erences between A2 and A1 are re ected in the new B assertions. First, messages in transit may contain 1 as distance even though the sender's distance is nite (see B 2 below). This only happens when the receiver is on the sender's route. Second, when the channel between two nodes do not contain a distance for a destination, distance of the receiver via the sender may not equal the sum of sender's distance and the cost of the link between them (see B 3 below). B 4 now has two parts B 4a and B 4b ; the rst part covers the case when the receiver is not on the route of the sender, and the second part covers the case when states that rd in a message is less than or equal to the corresponding d. B 9 follows from invariance rule.
We rede ne In, Lowest and DTransit for A2 as follows:
In: Maximal subset of Reachable such that (u; z) is a member of In i (1) Has optimal path(u; z), (2) for any message (x; d; p; cs; rd) in transit, Dist u (z) is less than rd, Next, we establish that after any succession of topology changes that leaves the network symmetric, A2
achieves optimal paths within N + H steps assuming synchronous execution.
We de ne a synchronous execution as follows: Each message includes a step counter which is a non{ negative integer. Any message sent by a receive event has step counter one higher than the step counter of the received message. Any topology change event sets the step counter of all messages (including the ones being generated) to zero. We require that Receive events are executed such that the sequence of step counters of the received messages is non{decreasing. Formally, we de ne
Step to be the step counter of the last message received, and add the following SE condition as a conjunct to the enabling condition of every receive event:
SE : step counter of the message to be received = minimum step counter of the messages in transit Note that
Step equals 0 immediately after any topology change.
The following assertions N 1 and N 2 state the desired property, that is, reachable node pairs achieve optimal paths within N + H steps, and other node pairs obtain 1 distances within N steps. E 1 follows from invariance rule. E 2 states that route lengths (in number of links) are bounded above by N. E 2 follows from E 1 by implication (since a simple path may contain at most N nodes).
E 3 states that all distances equal the sum of the link costs in the corresponding cost sequences (we assume sum fg = 1). E 3 follows from invariance rule.
We de ne the following:
Consistent distances: Boolean function. True i (1) distance of any node pair equals path cost of its route, (2) distance of any node pair via a neighbor equals path cost of its route via that neighbor, and (3) Step > 0 ) (z; z) 2 Done N 11 states that once consistent distances are obtained and Done contains all nodes in k Reachable, within one step Done will contain all nodes in (k + 1) Reachable. N 12 states that Done includes 0 Reachable after all messages generated by topology change events are received (at this time, outgoing channels of z do not contain any message for destination z). N 10 follows from N 9 , N 11 , N 12 , and N 8 by closure. N 12 follows from E 1 using the invariance rule (from E 1 , a message received by z does not contain a distance for z, hence z always has an optimal path). (1) distance for z has changed, or (2) route for z has changed, or (3) some node x on Route u (z) is a ected. This ensures that if the next{hop changes for a destination x, which is on the route to another destination z, the next{hop for z also changes.
This way of choosing next{hops and a ected destinations ensures that during convergence (when the routes are not stable), the following property P holds: the next{hop of u for destination z is also the next{hop for all intermediate destinations on Route u (z).
Note that in A3, node u may choose the next{hop for destination z to be nil, when in fact there is a neighbor v, and chosing v as the next-hop to z satis es P. Although it may seem that this slows down the convergence, there is a good reason for doing this: if the minimum node in Best hops u (z), say w, does not satisfy P, then it means that u has inconsistent distances via v and w. The messages of A4 are like the message of A3, except that they now contain pre nal node information, and the route information is auxiliary (i.e. not implemented).
The events of algorithm A4 are like those of algorithm A3, with the following twist: each node in A4 uses its pre nal nodes to construct pre nal{routes, which take the place of the routes in A3. Node u constructs its pre nal{route via neighbor v for destination z, referred to as Pfroutevia u (v; z), as follows:
Start with a sequence hzi; add to the left of this sequence the pre nal node via v for the leftmost element of the sequence, until either (1) node u is added, or (2) the pre nal node is nil, or (3) a loop is established. We use Pfroute u (z) to refer to the pre nal{route for destination z via the next{hop. Proof of Theorem 6 Because the variables of A4 (both auxiliary and non-auxiliary) are a superset of the non-auxiliary variables of A3 and their domains are the same, there is a natural (projection) mapping from the states of A4 to the states of A3. For any state s of A4, let s 0 denote the corresponding state of A3. It is obvious that event e of A4 is enabled in any state s i the corresponding event e of A3 is enabled in s 0 . We next show that event e of A4 updates the variables of A3 in the same way as the corresponding event e of A3; more precisely, if event e of A4 has a transition (s; t), then the corresponding event e of A3 has a transition (s 0 ; t 0 ). For this, it is su cient to establish that the pre nal-routes of A4 simulate accurately the routes of A3. This is speci ed by the following assertion: Given R 1 , if event e of A4 has transition (s; t), then the corresponding event e of A3 has transition (s 0 ; t 0 ). We have already established that e of A4 is enabled whenever e of A3 is enabled. We also have that the initial condition of A4 imply the initial condition of A3. Thus, A4 is a strongly well{formed re nement of A3; that is, A4 satis es any safety or progress properties of A3. This and Theorem 4 imply Theorem 5. End of proof of Theorem 6 7 Concluding Remarks
The algorithms analyzed in this paper are representative of various internetworking distance{vector routing protocols. Distance{vector routing algorithms are di cult to understand. Most of their analyses in the literature is operational. In the course of our work, we discovered that they are often incomplete or inaccurate; for example, reference 17] considers only one or two link failures rather than an arbitrary succession of topology changes, to prove the properties of their algorithm; the routing table update procedure in 3] is inaccurate; the example in 3] to illustrate O(N) convergence is wrong, etc. A stepwise assertional design, such as the one presented here, is e ective at making it easier to understand these algorithms.
In our opinion, the major drawback of our stepwise design is that we could not obtain a re nement result for algorithm A2 and A3 similar to the result for algorithm A4. Instead, we had to check that the proof that A1 eventually achieves optimal paths also holds for A2 and A3, and that the proof that A2 achieves optimal paths in N + H steps also holds for A3. where Best hopsu(z) is as de ned in A1 (Table 1) . where the function Best hopsu(x) is as de ned in A1.
